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Columbia produces
two winners at film festival
By Brian Kulpin

Chronick-/ Robb Ptrt•

At tbe official opening ceremonies of the McCormick Place Annex, May 5,
Treasurer Anthony Mandelini called t he facility, "Tile leading trade show
and convention cente r in tbe world."

Problem-plagued
North annex opens
By Karen Brody
The McCormick Place Annex officially opened May 5, one year late, $60
million over the proposed budget, and
despite continuing concern over the
safety of the facility's electrical system.
The $312 million annex, named,
" McCormick Place North," is still
drawing heat from city inspectors who
say that the electrical syste m is a fire

hazard .

According to the city's c hief electrical inspector, Timothy Cullenon, the
ductwork which transpons wires and
cables throughout the building's exhibits is questionable. He believes that
damage to the wire insulation may have
occurred during construction.
The original inspectors, Underwriters Laboratories, said that 200 c urved·
sections, buried under 8-inch concrete
noors, were falsely ma rked during inspection.
If the allegations are found to be true,
the city expectS the cost of reconstruction of the system to be some $ 1 million.
Reconstruction would also interfere
w ith the facility's future shows.
Anthony Mandolini , treasurer, said
the faci lity is "booked."
He downplayed a llegat ions of faul ty
construction that have been reponed in
the media.
"There will be every effon made to
satisfy that the building is safe and in
working order," Mandolini said.
"The insurance company is satis fied
,.with the condition of the facility, " he
said. "Its been open for months."
The annex hosted its first show last
fall , however, official o pening ceremonies were delayed due to inspection regulations.
Contrary to problems the facility is
facing , the annex opened on an upbeat
note, featuring an outdoor ribbon-cutting ceremony. some 50 young violinists. and officials who stressed a positive future for the annex.
Approximately 300 dignitaries. public officials, board members, and other

Continued on page 4

A Columbia teacher and student have
each won first-place awards for their
entries in the I 2th Annual Festival of
Illinois Film a nd Video Anists.
Dennis Fmnk. a gmduate film student. won the Director's Prize for his
film " Peas with Mom" and Peter
Thompson, a photography teacher. won
the Best Film award for "Universal Hotel."
Frank a nd Tho mpson will have their
films screened May 22 and 23 at Facets
Multimedia. After the screening both
filmmakers will be awarded $ 125 prizes
during a reception at the Limelight. 632
N. Dearborn .
The Festival was created by Anthony
Loeb, Chairman of the Columbia's
Film Depanment , as a showcase for independe nt filmmakers.
Frank described the honor as an emotional experience.
" It was great to win, I fe lt fantastic.
But I was very emotional because I had
never won an award before. I couldn' t
help it, I cried." Frank said. "But the
award is good karma. It is a positive
thing that will keep me going with my
work.
Thompson, who has been honored
twice before by the Festival, agrees that
the award is a signal to keep up the good
work.

Chrunk~ITu1n

H11lnulwL

Dennis Frank (right) a nd Peter Thompson, two first-place winners of the
12th Annual Festival of Illinois Film and Video Artists, say they pla n to do
their future filmmaking in Chicago.
"I look at the award as a kind of validation of my work and you can' t have
too much of that." Thompson said.
According to Maureen Riley. Associate Director of the Illinois Film Festival , Frank and Thompson were two of
four winners pic ked from a field of 87
entries from across the state. She said
their winning is good for Columbia.
"I think having two people win puts
Columbia o n the map as a place tha t

Fountain springs up

suppons young anists during the early
pan of their careers." Riley said.
" The judges for the festival are professionals in the field of film so no one
can accuse Columbia of impropriety
when students win awards in a festival
panially funded by the college, " Riley
said .
The festival has grown over the years
and past winners have made the event
more prestigious. Buzz Hirsch. the producer of the movie "Silkwood" and
Lisa Gottleib, the director of the movie,
"One of the Guys" were both past winners who found success in Hollywood.
" By having the festival we want people to know that you don't have to stan
in Los Angeles or New York to make it
in this bus iness." Riley said .
Fmnk and Thompson say they have
no ambition to go to Hollywood in
search of a career.
·· 1·m intcrcMcd in writing. producing
a nd directing in the Chicago area. I' m
independent and going to Ho llywood
depends on if you want to make a lot of
money. But money is not my best
friend." Fmnk said . " What is important in film is the actual process. How
you grow a~ a filmmaker is important. I
think Hollywood is j ust a myth ."
The glitter of tinsel town holds no attrJction for Thompson either.

" I'm m Chicago and I have a lam1ly
so I have no ambition to be anywhere
else." Thompson said. " My vision of
film i> not in sync with that o f Hollywood . I want control over my work. I
put my soul into it. I don"t want to relinquish control over that."

Buckingham Fountain, located in Grant Park, sprang to life on May I a nd
will continue its 1987 season past its usual Labor Day closing to October I .
Twenty minute water displays are presented every two hours five limes
daily from 10:30 a .m.to6:30 p .m. A major color display from 9- 11 p .m. is
also presented daily.

The independence Thompwn cherishc> enabled him to freely pur.;ue the
subject of hi> award-winning film,
"Univer..al Hotel ." He made two trips
to Europe and visited seven historical
archives and two conccntmtion camps
for the background. The film concerns
Nazi war experiments on political prisonc~.

Continued on page 4
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News Briefs

Pros advise students
on future preparation

Christie Hefner to speak at Columbia's Ferguson
Theater
Christie Hefner. the president and chief operating officer of Playboy Enterprises. Inc., will speak about challe nges 10 the Fi n;! Amendment on May 20 al
the Ferguson Theater from 4:30-5:30 p.m.

By Kathleen Misovic
The fourth annual Student Video Exhibition. initialed by Columbia faculty
member Barbara Sykes-Dietze 10 c reate
an awareness of the television department. will be held May 29 allhe Ferguson Theater:
" I fell it was crucial !hal students develop an awareness of the quality of
work developed in the TV Department," said Sykes-Dietze, director of
the exhibition. " I also wanted lo create
a n awareness among the Chicago video

Sponsored by The Srudenl Journalism Club, Hefner will answer questions
from a select panel of journalism students.
The event is free and open lo the public.

"Dance Columbia Two..:' ends season with premieres
"Dance Columbia TWo-Chicago Al lis Best" will conclude its spring season with premier~ works by Mary Ward and Nana Shineflug during performances at the Dance Cente r, 4730 N. Sheridan Rd. , May 22-23 and May 29-30.
Ward will premiere three works including "Thrmenlo," " Prelude" and
" Untilled ," while Shineflug introduces "Meditations."
All weeke nd performances begin al8 p.m. General admission is$ I I and $8
for senior citizens and students. For reservations and further information. call
!71-7928.

community.''

" ! think it's important for students lo
showcase their work 10 their peers ,..
said Luke Pale rmo. also an exhibition
director.
Nearly 40 videos were entered in the
exhibition, according lo Palermo and
Sykes-Dietze. ranging from music and

~~andolph Street Gallery
" A' ~PI The Next Job Offer You Gel." a play using unemployment as its
subject, will be presented al lhe Randolph Street Gallery, 756 N. Milwaukee
Ave., May 22-23 al 8 p.m.
The play will incorporate 22 performen;, I 2 video monitors and props to
create a mechanized, maze-like environment.
General admission is $5. Admission for gallery members, srudenls and
seniors citizens is $4. For reservations and more information, call 666-7737.

New play presented at

concert videos to video art, documenlarics, news a nd television commercials.

T he only requirement was thai I he video
had 10 be part of a television class project and the class musl have been taken
no earlierthan spring of 1986.
The deadl ine for video entries was
May6.
The videos will be divided into two
categories: Single camera production,
directed by Sykes-Dielze, and MultiCamera Productions, directed by Palernm. Single Camera Production videos are shot over a period of weeks or
months and then edited , said Palermo.
while Multi-Camera Production videos
arc shot Jive from the studio or remote
van in the course of several hours with001 any editing.
Working professionals from the television industry will judge lhe entries instead of Columbia faculty. said Palermo

DePaul U. theatre school concludes season with
"Woyzeck"
" Woyzeck... a translated and adapted play will conclude the I 986-87 season of The Theatre School al their performance center. 2324 N. Fremont , May
21-31.
The play is based on the life of a man tormented by jealousy and possible
insanity.
Tickets are $6 with special rates for senior citizens, students and groups of
15 or more.
A special morning matinee for high school students is offered on May 27 al
_10 a.m. For reservations and more information, call 34 1-8455.

Visiting Artists Series continues at Colum_bia
" Mythic Space, .. a selection of video installations created between 1975
and 1986 by Rita Myers, will be presented a11he Fe rguson Theater. 600 S.
Michigan Ave. on May 22 a18 p.m.
Co-sponsored by !he Television Department and the Center for New Television, Ms. Myers will screen and discuss the videos during the presentation.
The even! is free and open 10 the public. For more information. contact
Barbara Sykes-Dietze at 663-1600 x41 0 .

and Sykes-Dietze. to ensure fairness.

Scholarships
Opportunities I Contests
CIDCAGO FlLMMAKERS CO-OP is open to all independent (non-<:ommercial) filmmakers, beginners lo advanced, offering equipment access, workshops
aiKI other assistance. Come and find ool what the Co-op is all abool al an open
meeting on May 20th, 7:30PM at Chicago Filmmakers, 6 W. Hubbard, Chicago
606!0. For more info call 329-0854.
ESSAY CONTEST: Sponsored by !he National Organization for Women. Topic:
Do we need an equal rights for women amendment 10 the U. S. Constitution?
Winners will be awarded schola rships starting al $ 1,000. Deadline: Sept. 30 .
1987. Information: Now Foundation Essay Contest, 1401 New York Ave.. N. W. ,
Suite 800, Washington , D.C., 20005. (202-347-2279).
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Cheryl Srutzke, a former Columbia studen! and faculty member, who is now
director of !he Six-O 'Clock news on
Channel2 , will judge the Multi-Camera
Production entries, alorig with Margie
Nicholson, assistant director a11he Chicago Access Corporation.
Three winners will be selected from
each category, as well as several honorable mentions. The entries from Single

Chronlde/ ROO. Pur•

Luke Palermo and Barbara Sykes-Dietze hope to promote awareness of the
Television Department through the fourth annual student video exhibits.
Camera Production were judged May 6
and entries from Multi-Camera Production will be judged May 20.
"The videos will be j udged on both
technical and conceptional quality. "
said Sykes-Dietze.
"They (videos) will be judged
against excellence, not against each

" Video entries range from 1- l/2
minutes 10 3 0 minutes," said Palermo.
The exhibition is free and open to the
public. " Everyone is welcome - other
departments and the community al
large," said Sykes-Dietze. " Last year
we had oor best turnout - over 100 people attend~ the exhibition "

other," said Palermo.

Following the exhibition will be the
The six winning videos will be end of the year Television party at 9
shown at the e xhibition, along with a p.m. in Studio A on the 15th floor.
few other entries, depending on the · " Anyone who corries 10 the fc:Stival can
amount of time left over. " We anticipate come to the party," said Sykes-Dietze.
a two-hour deadline." said Sykes- · The party will include disc jockies, mu-r
sic videos, dancing and refreshments.
Dietze.

Student video exhibition
seeking public awareness
Speakers or panels are fearured every
month, according to Kathryn Kriss, an
intern for !he Illinois Federation of
Business and Professional Women .
These events were planned early by
BPW members al Columbia, said Hugon.
The Windy City chap«er was started
al Columbia in March 1987.
Hugon became a member because
she was "an interested person" who
wanted 10 participate "a little more
fully."

By Judy Sluder
The newly created Windy City Business and Professional Women's Club
(BPW) is holding a panel Thursday on
"Gening Into The Business. Is II Really
Who You Know?"
The panel will feature four professionals speaking on career opportunities
and the networking potential in adver!ising, marketing. media relations and
writing. 11 will be held from 11 :45 a.m.
to I :30 p.m. in the fifth floor faculty
lounge. 623 S. Wabash Ave.
According to June Hugon, a member
of the Windy City BPW. the guests will
speak on their area of expertise, share
their experiences and answer questions.
The speakers include Nat Lehrman,
chairman of Columbia's Journalism
Department; Rosemarie Gulley, director of media relations forthe CTA ; and
Margaret Sullivan. faculty member of
Columbia's Advertising Department.
"We tried 10 find people in different
fields 10 satisfy the interests of everyone," she said .

June Hugon
According 10 Hugon, the session was
planned close 10 graduation for the srudents' benefit.
" We had in mind the fact thai we're
approaching graduation time for many
srudenls and thai would be something
they would be very much interested
in." she said .

"I lhooghl thi~oold be healthy for
me to be exposed to what's available oot
!here - people to know," she said.
" We (BPW) just sit and throw ideas
across !he table - what may be inte~
ing for people who may be inte~ed in
oorchapter ofthe BPW," Hugon said.
She said !hat the club is helpful in informing srudents about what is available in the job market they are interested
in and people to contact for jobs.
" We have been eocooraging UePaul
and Roosevelt students through school
newspapers to attend meetings and
hopefully join the organization," she
said.
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Books bind author to black issues
By Charlene Lloyd
and Yvette Shields
"I want to convey in my reading the
history of the black experience. I want
to do this in my writing as well," said
author Charles Johnson refiecting on
his goals after a recent reading sponsored by F M~gazine a nd Columbia
College.
The atmosphere of the dimly-lit room
at Crosscurrents, 3206 N. Wilton ,
where the Evanston-born author, political cartoonist and screenwriter read
from his work, caprured the tone of his
writing which he says " is all grounded
to questions of ide ntity and the self."
Johnson's final selection at the reading was the introduction to his last
book, "The Oxhenling Tale, " winner
of the Washington State Governor's
Awan! for literarure.
The book, written as a s lave narrative
in first person, opens with the humorous and ironic story of how the narrator
was accidentally conceived and it follows his life and experiences to freedom.
Acconling to Johnson, of all of his
literary efforts, "The Oxhenling Tale"
stands out as one of his most personally
c hallenging works .
" I feel really close to it. I was determined to get that book done," he said.
Johnson explained that the closeness
he feels to this book and to all of his
work is born from his relationship with
his characters.
''You have to understand them inside
and out. That's how you are able to allow them their mome nts of dignity a nd
truth. As a writer you have to treat your
characters in the same quality as you

would treat people you care about because you want your readers to care
about them." Johnson said.
The two short stories and the opening
to " The Oxhenling Tale" that Johnson
read invoked moments of both laughter
and s ilence in the a udience of more than
100 people.
"The Oxhe nling Tale" is Johnson's
second published novel, but it is not the
second novel he luis written. It was not
until his sixth novel "Faith and the
Good Thing ," that. one of his novels
was published.
While he was still in college at Southem Dlinois University, however, two
collections of his drawings and cartoons
were published. His artwork ha• also
been published in Ebony and Jet magazines and the Chicago Tribune.
Emphasizing the irony of Johnson's
success as a writer today is his admiss ion that while growing up in Evanston
he had always wanted to be an a rtist.
When the time came for college,
Johnson said .one of his teachers told
him, "You'll starve if you want to be an
artist,;, so Johnson srudied journalism
a tSIU.

" You know I've been in school without interruption since the age of 5. It
feels very natural," he added.
Johnson said he thinks his two c hildren have also made him a better writer.
He tells the story of how one day his
young son said to him , " Dad, you used
a bad won! here."
"I tried to explain to him that the
work was in the character's voice and
that's how the character would speak.
but he better not talk like that."
Considering the effects of fathe rhood
on his writing, Johnson admitted, " It
has cha nged my attitude having someone dependent on me. You write for
your kids in a certain way, to read you
and like what they read . I'm more concerned with being fair and balanced
than I used to."
Johnson's work remains diverse in
other areas of writing, even though he
calls his current novel " the queen pf the
forms." Last year he won the Writer's
Guild Awanl for his PBS drama,
"Booker." An earl ier project of Johnson's, "Charlie's Pad ," will be shown
on the Disney channel in the near future.

After his doctorate studies at a New
York University, Johnson moved to
Washington to teach at the University of
Washington in Seattle. In September,
Johnson will take over as the head of the
creative w riting program there.
Johnson considers his career as a
writer and a teacher to be intricately
linked.
"Students bring things in from differe nt backgrounds. I am constantly learning from them. Writing and teaching go
together." Johnson said.

When Johnson speaks of his career it
is with e nthusiasm and affection. He
said one of his favorite aspects of writing is the perfection it allows a write r to
achieve.
· " If I' m sitting here talking and I say
something wrong. an hour later I'll say
why didn't I say it this way. With writing. you can go over it and over it and
get it down right. You can put your best
self forwanl. Tha t's when we're really
at our best you know. whe n we c reate."
Author C harles Johnson says he understands h is characters inside a nd o ut,
and t reats them as if they were real people.

Student sales pitch

.winds up in internship

,----- ---~ =~-- -----,
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By Anne Marie Ligas
Like a ny good salesman, Paul
Barnes prepared thoroughly before giving his sales pitch. He srudied the market, researched his audience and most
importantly, he.believed in his product.
1 This time, Barnes was selling him~eif.

He was awanled for his efforts on
May I , with a $1500 scholarship and
summer internship from the Broadcast
Advertisers Club (BAC).
Barnes, a Columbia AEMM majot
will serve an 8-week summer internship
at MMT Sales Incorporated, a firm that
sells television airtime to advertisers.
" They' re one of the honest rep firms
in the city right now," Barnes said.
During the internship, he' ll be instructed on becoming a service rep someone who acts as a middleman between TV stations and advertisers.
Barnes hopes to eventually work fulltime as a service rep.
He'll also receive associate training
in the fall from Blair Communications .
" They have the best school for people that want to be service reps. Blair
has 16 offices from San Francisco to
Miami," he said.
But how Barnes won the awanl was
through a process that he loosely
dubbed "an obstacle course."
He completed an a pplication and an
essay on the person he most admires .
Barnes wrote about Herb Cohe n, a
Northbrook specialist in negotiati/ln
and crisis management, and the author
of "lbu Can Negotiate Anything<''

"Whe n the American government
was having problems with the hostage
s ituation in Iran , they called Herb Cohen in to negotiate for the government," Barnes said.
"I pic ked Herb Cohen becau~e I
liked him, he's around and he's real."
S ince each school could only enter
two candidates, each of the eight Columbia srudents that applied went
through a "screening interview."

P a ul Barnes

talk to each BAC boanlmember. When
the seven minutes was up, a bell rang
and the finalists moved to the next office and the next boanl member.
" It was very low pressure," Barnes
said, " I imagined it would be a lot
roughe r."
John Lionberger, Chairman Emerirus
of the Scholarship Committee for the
BAC , said the iruerviews were conducted that way for a purpose. One of
the areas that the BAC rates is the candidate's nexibility in handling different
people in different situations.
The candidates are also rated on their
personal presentation . grade point average, committment and what the candidate can add to the advertising community.
" We have five areas that we look at
and Paul Barnes rated exceptionally
high in each area, " Lionberger said.
"Because we are sales-oriented and
media-oriented, we try to get people
who are inte rested in sales, but that often does not happen . Paul happened to
be interested in sales."
Barnes agreed that his selling background helped him win the scholarship.
he has sold can; and worked in retail
manageme nt in the past.
" I have a history of selling. I think
that he lped me get the job." he said.
"Knowing what I want to do and doing the research on the companies of the
people I spoke to a nd being appraised of
what the market was in Chicago. I think
that worked a lot in my favor." Barnes

"Columbia had outstanding applicants so the BAC took four candidates
from Columbia," Barnes said , "They
broke the rules."
The 300 stude nt a pplicants were narrowed down to 16 finalists, one of
which was Barnes. Each of the finalists
had a.J1Proxi~ately seven minutes to ..said
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TIME INC.
TIME TELEPHONE MARKETING

Local photographer
concludes lecture series
By Adrienne Hawthorne

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
IN RESPONSE TELEMARKETING

•$5.00 PER HOUR TO START
•BEGIN TRAINING IMMEDIATELY

TIME TELEPHONE MARKETING, A D IV ISION OF
T IME INC., IS CURRENTLY H IRI NG FOR THE
POSITION O F ORDER SERV ICE REPRESENTATIVE.
DUTIES
INCLUDE
TAKING
INCOMING
MAGAZINE
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDERS
BY
TELEPHONE. A PLEASANT PH ONE MAN NER A ND
LI G HT TYPING AB ILITY (25 WPM ACCURATELY)
ARE REQU IRED. AN EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY
FOR SHARP, W ILLING STUDENTS TO EARN EXTRA
MONEY OVER TH E SUMMER. WE HAVE A
MODERN HIG H-TECH OFFICE CLOSE TO A LL
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IN LI NCOLN PARK
A REA.

FOR AN INTERVIEW CALL:
348-2741
9 a.m. TO 4 p.m.; MON-WED
TIME INC.
TIME TELEPHONE MARKETING INC.
990 W. FULLERTON AVE./SUITE 380
CHICAGO, ILL. 60614

...

Noted Chicago photographer Barbara Crane spoke at the final lecture of
the 1986-87 Visiting Photographers
Lecture Series May 7.
The series, titled. "'Vie wpoints."
was sponsored by the Photography Depanment and the Museum of Contemporary Photography.
Crane is known for her exploration o f
photography as a vehicle for personal
creative expression and her woric is var-

ied in approach and experimental style.
Crane revealed her most prized photos: one of a "grandma" tee-shin her
daughter sent her to tell her she was
pregnant and anothe of several pairs of
lingerie she bought to impress an old
boyfrie nd. She photographed two pictures side-by-side to give personal
meaning to the picture. Crane said she's
always trying to ful fill her romantic s ide
through her photos.

Another example of Crane's experimenwl photos was a picture of her dead
pet rabbit. After the animal died. she
had it skinned and shot photos of the inside skin, examining the veins and imprint of the spine.
" You can make a picture out of anything." Crane said. " I collect a lot of
junk to take pictures of."
" In oilier to take good pictures, you
must love to take pictures of everything," Crane said. "Secondly, get to
know your surroundings. because it
takes a very long time to shoot a great
picture of the area. Lastly, a great shot
can be a one-time deal for a photographer."
C rane said she is not influenced by
othe r photographers, but if she were to
pick a role model it would be her grandmother because of her flexible attitude
about change in society.
Crane has traveled extensively

around the United States and the Far
East to photograph expressions of Olher
cultures and people.
''I like change and experience,"
Crane said .
Presently Crane devotes much of her
time teaching at the An Institute of Chicago. She is a native Chicagoan, and
has studied at the Institute of Design at
the Illinois Institute of Technology fora
master of science degree.
· Crane has numerous public collections displayed at the Library of Congress, the Museum of Modem A.n in
New York, Columbia's Museum of
Contemporary Photography and the International Museum of Photography al
George Eastman House.
She has received a Guggenheim Fellowship in photography as well as aNational Endowment for~ Ans Photography Grant.

Columbia to honor music
performers·at showcase
B y P e nny Mateck
Columbia will be among 21 local organizations hono ring outstanding performers from throughout the city at the
8th Annual Mus ic Showcase at the Petrillo Music Shell in Grant Park on June
13.
The showcase will feature 13 individual and group perfo rmers chosen
from a field of 60 during the recent talent search finals ai the Daley Bicentennial Plaza. Randolph at Lake Shore
Drive.
The 13 range in age from 8-28 and
consist of vocalists. vocal groups. solo
mus icians a nd bands.
" This is Columbia's second year involved in the program." said Monica
Grayless. placement coonlinator. ··Last
year we awanled a free three hour class
in career development through the
AEMM Dcpanment for the winner."

Last year's winner of Co lumbia's
awanl was Tiffany Black, a grammar
school student who gave a vocal performance.
"This year, I'm hoping to offer the
same kind of opponunity," said Grayless.
Other panicipating organizations include Roosevelt University, the American Conservatory, Carl Fisher Mus ic,
Rave Reconling and RCA & M and
Arista Reconls.
"We have reconling companies involved." explained Dean Goldberg,
park district music supervisor and originator of the program. " They're going to
be giving free reconling time to those
(contestants) they chose so they can
make a demonstratio n tape to help further their careers."
The fi nalists were chosen from mo re
than 700 individual and group performers who auditioned in 60 park dis-

tricts throughout the city in February.
They were judged on a 50 point scale.
The categories included appearance,
stage presence. originality, degree of
professionalism and performance.
Now in its 8th year, Goldberg explained the reason the showcase was
staned.
" It's a career development program," said Goldberg. " There was no
vehicle of this type in the city of Cpi·
cago that would reach out to all Chicagoans in their own neighborlloods that
would give them the opponunity to fufther their careers in music."
Goldberg funher explained the role
the panicipating organizations played
in the showcase.
" They're cooperating in trying to
help funher career.; of those who might
not have the contacts or don't have the
money to get into the professional
world," he said.

McCormick Place annex
Continued from page 1

Free Lecture

The Secrets of Prosperity
The Keys to Gaining and Maintaining Wealth
Columbia College
Tuesday- May 26, 1987
6:30-8 p.m.
Room 403- Main Building
Given by - The School of Metaphysics
6818 North Ashland Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60626
764-M32

•

Classifieds
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.
H iring Today! Top P ay! Work

at Home

Help Wanted

No experience needed. Write
Cottage
·Jenkins,

guests, attended the luncheon provid'ed
by the Fine Dining Association. and the
Near Nonh Entenainmcnt Council.
Mayor Washington and Gov.
Thompson did not attend the ceremony
due to prior commitments, and both
sent stand-ins in their place.
Standing in for Gov. Thompson was
Deputy Gov. James Reilly. Reilly was
brief and optimistic about the future of
the annex.
" It is unfonunate that there is sometimes too much concentratio1l on problems." he said . " We need to focus on
what is the s ingle economic entity in Illinois."
Speaking on behalf of Mayor Wash'angton,
Jack"1e G nms
. haw, o f the May-

Industries,
1407 112
Norman , Oklahoma

73069

Photographers wanted to shoot
various summer spedal events.
Call John- 839-2838.

Scriptwriter wanted for one five
minute video broc hure production. Call John - 839-2838.

Summer Careers. Excellent pay
and World travel. For informalion call 206-736-0775 Ext.

109A.

Ac tress for lead role in music
video . Opportunity for national
exposu re . Open call for other
videos produced this year. Call
Patricia 393-901 0.

Post advertising materials on
campus. Write : College D istributors, 33 Pebblewood Trail, Naperville, IL 60540

or's Office of Governmental Affairs,
said the annex will serve as a drawing
point to Chicago.
" We can expose people around the
world to all of C hicago through this facility," she said. " We can be proud of
the demonstration of pannership in
making today possible."
C hairman James Brice called the annex. "the best facility in the world."
Located just one block from the original building, the new annex features
over one-half million square feet of exhibition space.
Acconling to Mandolini, the facility
is "state of the an ."
Mandolini said he couldn't speculate

•

-

on the number of people the facility
would bring to Chicago, although he
described the impact on the city's economy as "great."
" It will cause a multiplying rippling
effect on the economy whenever you
have guests in the city," he said .
The city's hotels and restaurants benefit greatly, he added.
Mandolini said the new facility will
allow the complex to book all year
round.
" We will no longer require a 'down'
time," he said .
" With the new addition, we have the
leading trade show and convention
ter in the world," Mandolini said.

ce""

-

Film w1nners
Continued from page 1

laughed it o ff. We have a great relationship."

Frank 's inspimtion for " Peas with
The public is invited to the 8 p. m.
Mom" came from his being angry with
screenings at Facets Multimedia and
his mother.
anyone who attends will be given cornplimentary passes to the Limelight re··1 wanted to do a piece on mother/
son relationships. I went through a per- ception Satunlay night.
iod of being angry with my mom . I
think now that it was a positive thing,"
Frank said. " I was in a period of breakin ~ away but my mother was obsessive.
s:.c saw the film and pretty much

"We · have invited the entire fil m
community of Chicago," Riley said.
"This should give tremendous publicity
to Columbia. We are expecting nio.e
than 400 people."

.
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®u Wqr 1\uruur
1130 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL. Phone: 922-6530

Come on in and try our party trays. We'll accommodate any size. Here are just a few...

........ . ,.

10ur~

Of .

GOURMET MEAT AND CHEESE TRAY
Among the choice meats Included in our gourmet meat and cheese trays are our own home
cooked roast beef, imported Polish ham, the finest corned beef, as well as other deltcious meats

Greece 1987

and cheeses available at Clancy's. And we make the beautiful arrangement complete with a garnishment of potato salad or your choice of any of the other tempting salads we feature daily.
Trays 818 avsiJBble to accommodate parties of any size.

SUMMER SESSION

RELISH TRAY
Save yourself the time and work ot shopping, chopping, slicing and arranging. It's so much easier
to let Clancy's prep8re a ready-to-serve relish tray for you. We choose only the finest and freshest
relishes available. Everything is beaulifully arranged and garnished to your exact specifications.
Ttays a/8 available to accommodlltepalties olany size.

Columbia
College Chicago

One of the friendliest spots in Chicago to help you
with some of your daily shopping needs such as
meats, produce, liquors, beer, food stuffs and don't
forget our Deli it 's full of variety.

A wide variety of Sandwiches,
. Hot Soups, Chill, Tacos, BBQ
Beef, Hot Dogs

TOLR 1!'\CLLDES:
• Round trip srbttluled air
tnmsportatiou from Cbim..f.!o to
. \tbtm
• . \II trip tnmtfm h<t..::ern airports
1111d hottls
• H uights double ocwptmc_y in
....,1/.dxJsm hottls
• fJai~y rollliumtal brrakjiiSI aud
mmry othrr meal.c
• 'iOuriug by ttir comlitimml
prit•ttU motorrw1rb ';:.:itb projssioual
guides
• . \II m trmlrt firs am/
• lmeifligbts brr.:.: un . \tbt.•n.c mul
islmuls.

also available
Lotto, Daily, Pick four, Instant.

Tbt /9Hi "Tour of GmCf bm bttn
drJif.!utd to combiut Jtudy t.:.·itb
rr!t;.rtllion. Tlx tour ';.;:iii btgin in
. \tbtus follrr"-·td frJII Ji<•·dtry
biSioricultollr of chJS:sical Grrter,
fourday.f iu Crr1r and tbm tlay.f 011
tlx l.rlmul of .1/ykunos.

PRICE:
$/,195.1111 ptr dot~blt ocwptmry

Co11111ct tlx . \tlmissiom: Offict ut
{.1 /] ) ~~J-/MI/1, t:.rtfllsion 1.10 for
mort iltformutiou.
. \cudrmic Crtdit :\t-.:uilablr

P.trl l •nw

STRETCHING
Juicy 1/2 lb. hamburgers grilled over live Texas mesquite wood or marinated
char-broiled chicken with chunky BBQ sauce unlike McDonalds dry OVER
PRICED 1/41b. burger.

•

•

•

Steak, chicken or shrimp fajitas, overstuffed sandwiches, mesquite grilled seafood and BBQ ribs are just a sampling of what we prepare from scratch. So use
your head instead of your wallet and stop by for a delicious meal you can't
afford to pass by.

YOUR DOLLAR·S?
We know how tough it can be ... tuition, textbooks,
rent... not to mention the price of a movie ticket. ..

Grilled over
live Texas Mesquite Wood
I\)

· ' Create your own combination ·.·

....

.

•

.

~

r.

.

.

·~....
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0
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0
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•

0
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• EARN $5 PER HOUR GUA~ANTEED!
• WORK CLOSE TO HOME-CONVENIENT
ROGERS PARK/LOYOLA AREA LOCATION!
• ENJOY EMPLOYEE MERCHANDISE DISCOUNTS
AT MONTGOMERY WARD!

;::;:

You might not get an "A" and survive the finals but

':1'

tn
c

your wallet will survive our prices.
Located in the Blackstone Hotel
636 So. Michigan Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
Phone: (312) 663-4216

The Signature Group's part time lt•lemarketing
positions are a n ideal way to heir make ends meet.
We provide paid training to part fme a nd full time
students willing to learn to ca ll our c ustomers across
the country and explain the products and services
we provide. NO COLD CALLS!

The Signature Group ca" help you stretch your
dollars. Call for an interview appointment today! EOE

Q.
CD
:I

-

~
~

No Alcoholic
Beverages Included

a
ard

S NATURE

GROUP

508-1612

>
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Buck stops at
Reagan's expense
The Iran-contra congressional hearings are now in full swing and it appears that
as the facts are slowly and painfully construed, Ronald Reagan will hold the
ullimate responsibility for what has happened .
It is obvious that the tenon president will be haunted for the remainder of his
term in offICC by these iMUeS. But he can't blanie the press, nor can he blame his
staff for not sharing vital information with him. Reagan has no one to blame but
himself.
Reagan's pc111011al feelings for the war in Nicaragua and his great loyalty and
suppon for the contras, which he affectionately refers to as the " freedom
fighters," has gone too far.
In testimony before the House and Senate panels investigating the arms-toIran, guns-to-the contras-<lcal last week, former National Security Adviser Robert
McFarlane confirmed that Reagan had been soliciting aid for the contras despite
the fact that Congress had prohibited direct U.S. military aid to the rebels.
In addition, McFarlane testified that Reagan h¥1 mel with Saudi King Fahd in
J985to solicit money for the contras.
In previous testimony, retired Air Force Major General Richard Secord testified
that he worked as a broker of arms between the U.S. and Iran, and said he had
offiCial approval. At one point, he testified, "Our action was in furtherance of the
president's policies."
Hold on a minute. Wasn't it Ronald Reagan, who appeared on national television in March upon release of the lbwer Commission report, saying that he did
not knowingly, approve any such deals? Yes. it was. And it seems there have been
a few other rather mysterious occurrences that raise serious questions about the
enlire affair.

What about Robert McFarlane's suicide anempt? He must have been under a
tremendous amount of pressure to resort to such an act. What about fired Marine
Lt. Col. Oliver North and his refusal to discuss the issues in testimony? What
about the man in charge ofaffairs in this country not being able to remember if he
had approved this project?
Something, or someone, is terribly wrong.
Something is wrong when we have lost complete sight of what this all comes
down to. Our government is dealing with terrorist nations of the highest order and
supplying weapons fora bloody war in Nicaragua where men women and children
are dying brutally each day.
Just how long can we continue to avoid the severity ofthis issue? How long will
Reagan continue to slip by with his polished public persona and business-as-usual
altitude?
Sooner or later, like it or not, this issue is going to catch up with him. He can't
continue to leave the American public in the dark. He can run, but he can'l hide.
Regardless of what it means to his personal career and his public image. Reagan
owes the people of this country an explanation. He should take care of the questions and concern in this country before he is allowed to continue dabbling in the
affairs of other nations
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P\eLetters to the editor
To the Editor:

May 1 offer my congratulations to you for a great year. l1lank you for all the qualitative improvements in the papct Let's
hope that those new staffers to follow will continue to build on the groundwork you've laid.
Eileen Cherry
Academic Advisor

To The Editor:
Political moderates who never shared in Americas' ardent nationalism during the Reagan Administnltion have recently
discovered veracity in President Reagan's slogan, "It's morning in America."
The $2.3 trillion national budget deficit is no longer swept under the rug. Arab bashing has passed from vogue. The
William Rehnquisl Supreme Court has become the William Brennan Su~reme Court.
.
.
.
Congressional hearings on the Iran-Contra affai~ televised daily, illununate enshrouded fore1~n poliCY ~venngs. John
w. Nields, chief counsel of the House investigative comminee, addressed troubled former National Secunty Adv1ser Robert
C. McFarlane in calm, measured tones. Nields did not accuse, but simply asked for the truth.
.
.
As Lt. Col. Oliver L. North prepares to testify in the Iran-contra Congressional hearings, Amencans recall Preaident
Reagan's 1984 campaign slogan, "You ain 'I seen nothing yet."
Aaron C. Burke
Journalism student

PHOTO POLL
What is your opinion of the way the press
investigated Gary Hart?
Kevin Coleman
Senior
Radio
" I feel that the media was just doing
what was required of them. They were
reporting, investigating a story. Hart got
caught with his pants down. If you want
to play, you have to pay."
LyaSayyed
Radio Newscasting
Sophomore

Reporters: Geneva Bland
Karen Brody

Adrienne Hawthorne
Kathleen Misovic
Yvette Shields
The Columbia Chronicle is a student-run news paper published
weekly and released on Monday. Views expressed in this newspaper are not necessarily those of the advisor or the college.
All opinions meant fo r publication should be sent to the Chronicle
in the form of a typewritten letter-to-the-editor.

Attention
photographers:
The Chronicle is seeking photographs for display in the year's
final issue.
We are lookmg for photos that depict life at Columbia.
If you have a photo that you feel typifies what Columbia represents submit it to the Chro nicle office by May 21.
The Cliroii\Cie' editorial staff will select the best photos for
publication.

"I believe the press treated Gary Hart
unfairly because I don 'tthink it's any of
their business. If they were being so fair
how come they didn 'I impeach Reagan
about this Contra scam?"
Ann Frendreis
Senior
Radio
" I think the press started all the Gary
H;lrt thing. I think they pried into something that really wasn '!their business."
Rick Moreno
Freshman
Fiction
"The Miami Herald isn' t catagorized as
a slanderous newspaper. If you have a
respectable paper like that, they have
the right to expose any faults that he's
trying to hide from the public. The fact
that he even taunted the pres.' was pouring the gasoline on the fire for his candidacy. It's all Hart's fault, and you can't
blame the press for how it turned out."

_

......

Corrupt judges
give free rides
How much longer can these Opcrntion Greylord trials go on' \\\:11. when
you're cleaning house you don't finish until the job is done.
All along, Chief Judge Harry G. Comerford has insisted that it was just a few
bad apples and that one bad apple docs not a bushel make. Increasingly. this theory
is turning out to be wrong.
In the recent trial of Judge John H. McCollom. the names of six current j udges
emerged as having taken bribes while on the bench in traffic coon . along with
several others who are retired or deceased.
The six: Charles J. Durham. John J. McDonnell. Paul A. O'Malley. Frank R.
Petrone. Michael McNulty and Daniel J. O'Brien. were all ordered off the bench
in an unprecedented move by Comerford on May 4. They will all be inactive until
an investigation takes place. In alllikelthood, they will be indicted because they
were named by more than one police officer. lawyer, or " bagman" in McCollum's
trial.

Viewers attracted to
X-rated news coverage
For a good time. buy a newspaper or mones of Marines. evangelists and by other media outlets. NBC, for exampresidential candidates network televi- ple, used graphics that were almost porrum on your television.
sion has looked like the Playboy chan- nogrnphic . They showed a topless
Thanks to the AIDS epidemic, connel and newspapers resemble Pem- poster of Rice with a black line covering
doms, Marines in Moscow. Jim Bakker
houst.
her naked breasts as they reponed the
and Gaty Hart, the news scene has beBut while the media have brought up story.
come a sex scene.
But the media cannot be totally
the public's blood pressure along with
their sales and ratings, their standards blamed for their reponing tactics. If it
takes almost X-rated reponing to bring
have dropped to a frightening low.
ratings up, that says something is wrong
News accounts of evangelist Jim
with the public. After all, TV is a busiBakker's one night stand ~th church ness and it caters to its patrons - the
secretary Jessica Hahn were accompapublic. It is the public that enjoys hearnied by descriptions of how the night
ing. seeing and reading news about the
began with a massage that got out of
things that people just don't do in pubhand. Other repons highlighted
lic.
Bakke r's statement calling Hahn "a real
But the media must show some repro." Newspapers ran a photo of a sexylooking Hahn in sunglasses. a chain belt sponsibility and consistency with its infonnative power. The same networks
and boots.
that were so happy to talk about MaBut the Miami Herald wins the award
rines', evangelists' and presidential
for the most blatant prostirution of the
candidates' sexual preferences, were
media. 111ey sold their standards to use
unwilling just a shon time ago to broadsex to sell papers.
cast condom ads.
All one has to do is go to the local
111ey rendered a presidential candiNewspapers that cry about constitunewsstand or rum on the TV to obtain date impotent with investigative reponan orgy of sex-related news.
ing tactics that were a low blow to qual- tional rights when it comes to them being sued for libel. appointed themselves
Newspeople love sex stories. 111e ity journalism.
judge. jury and executioner for Gary
more cheap and trashy the better the
I believe Han got what was comtng Han.
headline. 111e better the headline the
better the circulation. 111ere is nothing to him. When a person enters the rnce
But who passes judgement on the
like a good romp between the sheets to for the presidency he had better be pre- media? The public.
cause the sheets of a newspaper to sell. pared to be watched. But the Herald reThe public needs to step in and n<-t
pone rs acted like peeping-Toms.
tolernte the promiscuous news reponOf course television loves a cheap
111e
reponers
admitted
tney
ran
a
and tawdry story as well. I love how the
ing of the media. Recent media coverpoor surveillance but still said that Han
networks intenup! their prime time
age has given a new meaning to "bad
spent the night with actress Donna Rice. news." Ted Koppel is an effective
shows with newsbiefs saying things
The editors of the Herald ran the story Nightline host . but if the current trend
like, " Gary Han allegedly involved
without trying very diligently to inter- continues Hugh Hefner or Bob Gucwith a 28-yeai'Oid actress, film at 10."
view Han or Rice about it. 'llley hurried cione might as well takeover. If a newsThe networks enjoy getting their vie wers rumed on in hopes that they will tum the story into print for the late Sunday paper is selling sex instead of news
editions in order to sell a lot of papers.
don' t buy it. If a TV newscast is trying
on their TV's.
But the Miami Heralds lusting after to tum people on - tum it off. Let the
So it has been a great couple of
months for the media . Thanks to social Han's alleged lust was overshadowed public. not a sales-minded editor. dediseases, and the uncontrollable hor- by the low-dass reponing of t~ story cide ju.t what should be public.

Brian Kulpin

ronicle will reserve space
week for reader commentary.

State Rep. James A. DeLeo. who was a traffic coon coordinator. was also
named in the trial as a bagman who would carry bribes between lawyer.; and
judges. He has agreed to take an unpaid leave of absence.
The thought that is most disturbing is that the problem is becoming so broad that
taking and giving bribes in trnffic coun could bc considered the norm.
These men are all highly educated and were deeply respected. They arc the
third bmnch of our government and to the American people. the last and sure-fire
resource to being treated fairly.
One could argue that their taking bribes is a system that works for the people in
traffic coun by making their fines and punishments less. But that is just plain
ignornnce. The job of the coons is to punish those that do wrong and to discipline
our people into following the laws that the legislative branch makes.
If people aren't punished correctly and don't learn that if they do wrong they
will have to pay for it. then they will continue to do wrong.
In addition, the so-called system that they had put money into the judges' and
lawyers' pockets ruther than back into society where it belongs. As a result the
American people wind up paying, not just the ones who go to coon. but the people
who obey the laws pay because the system isn' t gaining money that should be
gained from the couns. Instead. the city of Chicago would have to raise taxes to
meet its budget.
The system that we call the Constitution is supposed to work for the people.
This little system they' ve invented only works for a select few and everyone
responsible should pay for it.

Columbia doesn't
make the grade
Graduation is just around the corner and I'm worried about finding a job and
leaving my friends. But what scares me the most is the value of my degree.
What I am talking about is the reputation of Columbia College.
How are graduates of the institution viewed in the real world outside of600 S.
Michigan Ave.?
Not too well, from what I've heard.
When I went for an internship last year, an editor was wary of hiring me because
I was from Columbia College. He told me he had heard rumor.> that some of the
teachers were socialists and communist. As a result, he was a froid Columbia gave
students a politically tainted education. The editor was afraid Columbia's political
philosophy would appear in my news coverage.
In the media fields this is a legitimate fear. Journal ism , television and mdio
newspeople must strive to be as objective as humanly possible in all of their news
covernge whether they agree with it or not. The best newspeople are those that can
cover a story that they strongly disagree with in a fair and objective manner.
Opinions arc for the editorial page, not the news pages.
But the fact is that Columbia's reputation ofa school that puts teaching political
ideology ahead of basic instruction is damaging to its students. We are the ones
who will suffer because of this reputation. We are the ones who will be unemployed . not the teachers and administrators responsible for this kind of "libernl"
education.
Another aspect of Columbia'> reputation has also hun Columbia graduates in
the job hunt. A girl who grnduated last year told me that she was a finalist in a
national scholarship competition. Out of 500 people she was chosen as a finalist.
But at the final interview she wa; told by the interviewer that the scholarship board
had never chO>Cn a Columbia 'tudcnt as a finali't before becauo,c they lacked
experience and profes;ionalism.
The rcason they chu>e her wa> becau"' they overl<M>ked the >ehool >he went tu
and judged her by the mtcmships and job experience she obtained on her own.
Thi>docs not ; urprisc me. All a person has to do is come down to the student
lounge on any gavcn day and ob!l.Crve their fellow stude nt~ 1n (tCtlon to real11..e why
employe" arc "a') of hmng Columbia grads. Student\ who 'pend the day
>Crcammg. yell mg." ntmg gang graffiti on the walls. dnnkmg and domg drug\'"
the "J'hrnom "111 one da) lca' e thiS dtploma mtll and tell employe" the l>amc
thtng a"'"'"'' \ludent
"Ht. I' m from Columbta College ..

"'II

should be 250 words or less.

The thought that thC'.C ~udcn~ v.all b-.: hunung ford JOb at the '<Jmc lime f wtllt\
nol cumfonmg II th\.- lack ot dcccOC). rc~ct dnd cia'' th:d J -.cc 10 the \tudcnt
lounge e'cl}da} "the \Jmcatlltude the>c people bnng tO a Job lntCI"Ie". than the
only doo" a Columbia dtploma wtll open arc tho-.c to an unemployment office

By Brian Kulpin
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House built on 'Wright' stuff
By Steve Taylor
Twelve years and $2. 1 million after
restoration began on the Frank Lloyd
Wright Home and Studio at 951 Chicago Ave. in Oak Park. the village finally has its shrine to the native son who
is known as the father of modem residential architecture.
On May 9, The Frank Lloyd Wright
Home and Studio Foundation held a
dedication ceremony titled "Wright
Renaissance" to celebrate the official
completion of the renovation of The
Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio
to its 1909 design, the last year Wright
Iived there .
The ceremony featured guest speakers including architects Eric Lloyd
Wright and Elizabeth Wright Ingraham ,
grandchildren of Frank Lloyd Wright.
For the first 20 years of Wright's career he I ived and worked in the home
and studio. He built the home in 1889
for the then-impressive sum of $5000
which the 22-year-old fledgling architect had to bonow from Louis Sullivan.
In I895, he expanded the living space of
the home to accommodate his six children. The studio was added in 1898.
The frame house provid~ more than

a glimpse into the past, it offers the opportunity to observe the growth of an
American an ist and to view the embryonic stages of an arch itecfural style that
has become an integral pan of American culture.
Most evident at the Home and Studio
is the early evidence of Wright's fasci. nation with planes, angularity and rigidly geometric construction. Unlike
other 20th century architects who were
enthralled with mathematical design
(Mies Van der Rohc for example)
Wright's style bespoke an canhicr flavor.
Wright built living spaces that were
to be lived in by human beings. His creative use of plane geometry seldom
compromised th~ warmth and livability
of the structures. The extensive usc of
wood and indirect lighting tempered
Wright's decidedly modem penchant
for experimenting with unusual room
shapes.
The octagonal library and two-story
polygonal drafting room of the House
and StUdio are examples of spaces that
could have been merely bizarre rooms
in the hands of an anist who did not
keep in mind the human needs of
would-be occupants. One need only

TIME TO APPLY
FORA
STUDENT LOAN

The Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio at 951 Chicago Ave. in Oak Park took U years and cost $2.1 million to
restore. The Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio Foundation dedicated the structure in Wright's honor May 9.
Wright worked in the home and studio for the first 20 years of his career. Photo courtesy of 1be Frank Lloyd Wright
Home and Studio Foundation.
spend some time in the State of Illinois
Building to see an example of function
sacrificed to over-ambitious design.

garages and entrances were adcted and
the drafting room was divided and new
bedrooms were created.

In later years Wright would become
embarrassed by the houses he built in
'Oak Park. These were his earliest
works, immature to be sure, but hardly
worth the measure of ~ontempt he
sometimes showed for them. According to the September 1986 Architectural
Record, Wright, after learning that a
willow tree had grown through the roof
of one of the Oak Park homes said, "If!
could have covered the buildings all
over with greenery, I would have done
so."
Wright left Oak Park in 1909 and
moved with his mistress to Europe,
leaving the home and studio to his wife
and family. This began the half-century
of additions and adaptations that made
the restoration project the 12-year struggle it turned out to be.
In 19 I I , Wright returned to Oak
Park and convened his home into seperate rental units, closing off the studio
to be used by his fam ily. New porches,

Restoration a
j_igsaw puzzle

museum. After much consultation with
architectural historians it was decided to
rebuild the house to its 1909 specifications.
Archaelogic techniques including
such minute details as microscopic examination ofnail holes was used, to fill
in those spaces left by research into old
sketches, photographs, records and surSubsequent residents of the home
made changes of their own making any vey drawings . .
One exciting find was the original
,restoration a herculean task involving
hand-forged "chain harness" that was
much painstaking research.
"The restoration was like a jigsaw still. functioning as a tension-reducing
device above dropped ceiling$ in the
puzzle ," said project architect Anne
Abernathy. ..:•We staned with photo- drafting room.
graphs from 1895 and looked for clues
Much care '¥as "'ken... ro... p~serve
as we removed coats of paint or tore out many of the original materials used in
the house and studio. Where new conwalls that had been added after I91 I.
Wright himself helped a lot. When he struction or substitution of materials
altered the h6use he rarely ripped out was required, it was done as subtly as
old features. He just covered them over possible.
"We insened structural steel invisior left them inside the new walls. It was
bly behind some of the beams on the
cheaperand fasterthat way."
In 1974, The Frank Lloyd Wright living room ceiling, behiod the bias reHouse and Studio Foundation was es- lief piers in the office waiting room and
tablished as a not-for-profit organiza- under the drafting room balcony,"
tion to restore the house as a historic Abernathy said.

• Borrow up to $2,625 a year for
undergraduates ,
up to $7,500 a year for graduate school
• Pay only 8% interest (current rate)
• No repayment til after graduation

Stop
smoking.

• Repayment over a ten year period
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
\QJRUF.E

Make application now to be sure the money
is ready when you'll need it. Stop in, and talk
to a student loan specialist, or caii939-3900.

Illinois state
Bank
of chicago

Michigan at Jackson
Chicago, IL 60604
939-3900

American Heart

Association

t/a
V

Young Adult
Medicine
Ages 18-40

CoofWootlaiO.,.._I'roctico
Uoinnity Slllfl• StxUIIIy Tr..smittld OU.U.s
• Borth Contr~ Pills& Oilplwogms
• Anr<lli Gyn Eums a Pill> TOll

•UrinaryTriCIIn11C1ions

• Soro TlvOIIs. Coughs
• Sprlins, Cuts. Acne, W.-ts
•CounlllinQ
•St>orts Modicino
•PIIy1iaiEums

HDWinl D. Ziff, M.D. 721-5135
25 E. Wllllington

Chicago

By
Appain1-

A gas and coal stove highlight the nostalgia of the -turo-ol'-the«ntury
kitchen in Frank Loyd Wright's Home and Studio. Photo courtesy ollbe
Frank Lloyd Wright Home and Studio Foundation.
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'That Apple' goes to core of teen issues
By Geneva Bland
Gangs just aren't where it's at.
11lat was the message two Columbia
IQidents conveyed to a foot-tapping,
hand-clapping audience at Chicago
Slate University's Breakey Theatre May
8.
Darius deHaas and Pamela Nuttall,
both theatre majors, star in the Chicago
1beatJe Company's "That Apple Sure
Don't Shine," a stage production that
deals with the problems often associlltd with teens in the Chicago public
school system.
The play, which will run through
June 7, focuses on teen pregnancy, the
!ftSSUteS of gang involvement, the
struggle of finding a job after dropping
out, and the frustrations of teens, with
- bureaucratic agencies designed to assist
tbem.
The production is based on the life of
gang member "T-bone," played by Ev~ James-Gibson. T-bone is in a gang
because all of his friends are involved.
He drops out of school on a tip from a
friend that he could get a job at a drug
store. T-bone is disappointed at the job
interview when he learns he can't have
the job--because lie dropped out of high
school.
He immediately goes into a "rap"
and..tells the employer about how he
doesn't need the job. He makes references in the song about past leaders who
made it without finishing high school.
The employer "raps" back to him with
the same vigor and gives explanations
why the leaders got where they did.

The world

oucche reality ofche red tape chac blocks
the way co financial assiscance. Shoncake is played by Bridger Taylor. a 1983
Columbia graduace.
Nuctal plays a feiscy gang member
who's unfcaring atcicude wins her prescige.
All ofche actors play mulciple roles in
che show, which showcases cheir versitality.
de Haas said he scrongly believes chac
gangs are going nowhere.
"You have co find something posicive
in life and scrive for ic . I'm scill finding
it, buc I feel I'm going in che righc direccion and I know I'm doing someching I
really wane co do, .. deHaas said.
The cast of "That Apple Sure Don't Shine," (left to right), Darius de Haas,
Pamela NuttaU, Edward D. Richardson, Everett James-Gibson, Bridget
Taylor and Cheridah Best.
The scene is so well put together with maintained a firm belief in education.
the reality of teen thinking, that it re- despite his surroundings. Chico is faced
with two serious problems of teens eoceived a full house applause.
day ; ·his girlfriend becomes pregnane,
Gibson puts on a dynamic pertorm- and he is confused about how he is goance. Not only can he act, but he can ing co suppon her and che baby.
sing and dance as well.
In one scene chere is a setting of a
deHaas plays the character Chico, public aid office where Chico and
who always goes to school and is striv- Shoncake (his girlfriend) cry to receive
ing hard·to graduate. He is one that has help. The on-stage performance points

Others from Columbia were also involved in che produccion. James Taylor.
a cheacre major, is che musical director.
and Chuck Smich, acting basic skills inscructor. is direccor of che play.
Smich said he will gauge the effectiveness of the play by the number of
youchs chat come to see it. He said he
was pleased with che play, buc noc sacisficd.
"Adireccorisneversatisfied. Ifl was
satisfied , I wouldn'c be an anise."
Smich said.

The play was writcen by a group of
high school dropoucs who mel in a summer )IOUih program. They were encouraged by an acting teacher (Janice Finney- also a principal playwright) to expose what they know as the truth about
ceen life in public high schools.
Two of the seven writers. Darrin
Grant and Debra Bowens. said chat che
play was put together from personal experiences.
The cast, as well as the people instrumental in producing che piece. all
agreed thai the opening was a success.
Delia Coy. president of the Chicago
Theatre Company. said she felt good
knowing chac the message got across to
che audience.
"My goal is to encourage other
young people thac all things are possible... Coy said.
The play is being held at Chicago
State University's Breakey Theatre,
95th and King Drive. Showtimes are
Fridays and Saturdays at 8 p.m. and
Sundays at 3 and 7 p.m.
Tickets are $10 and $7 for students
and senior citizens. Reservations are required . Information is available at 4931305.

IN VIETNAM
THE WIND DOESN'T. BLOW
IT SUCKS

is waiting.
Bean
exch_ange
student

•

International Youth
Exchange, a Presidential
Initiative for peace, sends
teenagers like y()u to live
abroad with host families.
Go to new schools. Make
new 'friends.
· If you're between 15
and 19 and want to help
~our world together,
sendfor information.
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by J. Hardison

Ultima Thule

1 Advantage
5 Halt
9 Haalth resort
12 Gaseous
element
13 Prong
1-4 Temporary bed
15 Spanish article
16 River In Belgium
18 Macaw

'ft"'+-+--t-+--1

20 Prlnter'o
meaoure
22 Spoken

'!11"'~-+--+-1 2-4 Floh sauce

27 High cerds
29 Redact
31 Cloth maasure
32 Declare
3-4Kindolcheeaa
38 Babylonian
deity
37 Sarcaom
..-+-+-+~ 39 Emlto vapor

-41 Hebr- month · -4 v - · · curved
planking
-42 Taars
5 Cubic meter
Precipitous
6 Angry outburst
-45 Slcli
-47Locatlon
7 Running
-49Saaeagles
50 Jump
8 Edible eeed
9 Weighing
52 Stuff
machine
54 Old T•tament:
abbr.
10 R'- In Italy
55 Beverage
11BecauMof
57 Region
17 Therefore
59 Indian mulberry 19Sungod
81 Enemy
21 Flesh
63 Twirl
23eo-a
85 Unit of Italian
25 Fundamental
currency: pl.
28Embracee
87 Sin
27 Al1ack
68 Tranoflx•
28Mix
89LAdo
30 Mak• lace
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DOWN
!Single
2 Delightful
3 Execute

33God-ot
dlocord
35 Apportion
38 Herok: event
-40 Danish laland

The Weekly

Crossword Puzzle
-43 Draw tight
-48 Tardier
-48 Merlta
51 Hebr-let1er
53 Coroner: abbr.
58 VIper
58 Prleet'o

_,_,
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article
81 Symbol lor Iron
82 Elthet
11-4 Greek lener
68 Malden lolled by
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Lineman's vision
Continued from page 12
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Leon Du r ham is having the best season of his career.

Soxvs. Cubs
Continued from page 12
and has been adequate on defense.
Keith Moreland has adapted well since
moving from right field, but is hitting a
surpris ingly low . 181. Edge to the Sox.
Catcher: Whether it is Ron
Karl<ovice, Carlton Fisk or Ron Hassey
the Sox have not been gening any produCtio n at the plate and have been only
average defensively. Jody Davis is on
his way to winning anothe r gold glove
and is hitting .306 w ith eight homers.
Big edge to the:Cubs.
Left field:
Redus has provided
some speed with 13 stolen bases although he is hiDing o nly .227.' The
Cubs were platooning Brian Dayett and
Chico Walke~ but have replaced Walker
with Jerry Mumphrey, who is a career
. 330 hitte r from the left side. Dayett is
hining .355 and an above average
f~Cide[ Edge to the Cubs.
Center foeld: Ivan Calderon and
Daryl Boston have been rotating be. tween center itnd right. Calderon has
done well with the bat hitting four
homers and batting .295. Boston is batting only .241 with no homers. Both are
just average defensive ly.
Dave Martinez and Bob Demie r are
two of the best defensive players in the
national league and have been coming

qary

through with the bat. Maninez is hitting
.256 and Demier is hitting .343. Big
edge to the Cubs.
Right foeld: Harold Baines is still recuperating from anhroscopic knee surgery and has been relegated to being a
designated hitter Boston and Calderon
have been his replacements. Andre
Dawson has been the key to the Cubs
success with II homers. 33 RBI, five of
them game-winners. Defensively there

Lee Smith's 10
saves doubles
Sox output
is no body better M onumental edge to
the Cubs.
Pitching: Jose Deleon (3-2) is the
o nly Sox' stan er to have a winning record. Rick Sutcliffe {5-2). Steve Trout
(2-1) and Scott Sanderson (3-0) spon
winning marks for the Cubs. The Sox'
bullpen has five saves. Lee Smith has
10 to lead the Cub relief corps. Big edge
to the Cubs.
Conclusio n: The Cubs are in the
pennant chase a nd the Sox keep falling
funher bac k.

grown a lot since then (1985
camp). Rig ht now I'm ready for any
camp. I don't care who I go against, I
can handle any player in the league. I'll
play against anybody. Back then with
the Bucs I was like ' hey, wait a minute.'
Now I say. 'bring him on I'll kick his
butt.' .. Schulte said.
After the Buccaneers cut him midway through the 1985 season. Schulte
signed with the USFL Arizona Outlaws. But the USFL decided not to play
in the spring of 1986. to wait until the
next fall to compete at the same time of
the year as the NFL.
When the anti-trust settlement the
USFL had filed against the NFL drew
near. Schulte said he suspected the
USFL would lose. so he asked the Outlaws for his release. enabling him to
sign with the Bears last year as a free
agent.
"They're very hungry for an NFL
team here.·· Schulte said of Phoenix.
w hich strongly supponed their USFL
team, o riginally the Wranglers. "They
should have at least expanded into having some USFL teams go into the NFL.
There's too many players out there not
playing right now:·
Although he never played a game for
the Outlaws. he did train with them and
said the experience there helped prepare
him forthe jitters of a training camp. He
said last year's camp in Chicago was his
best yet.
.. It was different from when I was at
Tampa Bay. At Tampa Bay I was scared
and didn't know what was going on.
Coming to Chicago. it was a muc h easier experience. I'd already gone through
a year with the Outlaws and known
those guys. so going to Chicago a nd
meeting some new players in addition to
those I'd known wasn't that bad , ..
Schulte said.
H is high school coach. AI Carstens.
described Schulte as a very dedicated,
outgoing a thlete and an overachiever
The players tha t make it , Carstens said,
are those who have the intuitio n to be in
the right place when the play should be
made.
"They have something inside them ,
that intuition if you want to call it. Athletic sense, gamblers, to the point where
they're always in the right spot making
the right play even if they don't have the
super speed that some of the others
have. And of course that great desire to
stick their noses in there,.. Carstens
said.
Ca rste ns thinks Schulte has that quality. However, he said somet imes what it
takes to make the pros is timing and being in the rig ht place a t the right time
and having someone like a coach or a
scout behind you.
" If you stay with it lo ng enough and
work ha rd enough at it, the odds are that

you might get a break. There's a lot of
great players that were just a step out of
making it." Carstens said. "A lot of
times you could be the fall guy and still
be an excellent ballplayer"
Schulte expects to be invited to an
NFL camp and said his agent. Bruce Allen. the son of former NFL and USFL
coach George Allen. is in contact with
several franchises.
He said he dido ' t fig ure on any sure
invitation to a camp until after the draft,
which was April 28. When that ended.
teams evaluated their picks and depth
chans to distinguish which positions
they needed players at.
The Bears dido 't pick a ny offensive
linemen until late in the draft a nd it is
likely that Schulte. who played in th ree

exhibition games last year. will be invited back for another shot.
Most NFL teams like to build offen·
sive lines with the idea that they will
play together for at least half a decade.
That way they work well together Unfonunately that doesn't work well for a
guy like Schulte trying to make it onto
an established offensive line such as the
Bears.
" In the pro leagues it takes you four
years to build your offensive line.
You're talking about the toughest skill
position... Carstens said. " They go
w ith their five staners as much as they
can."
Schulte isn't ready to quit and he
won't back down from anyone.· As he
said. " Bring him o n. I'll kick his butt."

Sports Trivia
I. What pitcher pitched 12 perfect innings (no hits, walks or baserunners) and lost the game in the 13th inning?
a) Sand y Koufax
b) Harvey Haddix
c) Nolan Ryan
d) Walter Johnson
2. Who was former C ub m anager Leo Durocher r eferring to when he
coined the phrase " nice g uys fmish last?"
a) Ernie Ban ks
b ) MelOtt
c) Don Kessinger
d ) Stan Musial

3. From 1956-65 the Boston C eltics had a string of nine consecutive
NBA championships. The first five c hampionships all came against
what team ?
a) Minneapolis Lakers
b) San Francisco Warriors
c) Milwaukee Bucks
d) St. Lou is Hawks

4. W hat was the name of t he horse that won horseracing's triple crown
in 1973?
a) Secretariat

b) Seattle Slew
c) Foolish Pleasure
d ) Bold Forbes

5-8. Match t hese Major League baseball teams with the stadiums they
play in.
C leveland Indians
Philadelphia Phillies
Texas Rangers
Toronto Blue J ays

5.
6.
7.
8.

a)
b)
c)
d)

Veterans Stadium
M unicipal Stadium
Arlington Stadium
Exhibit io n Stadium

9. W ho is the undisputed world welterweight boxing ch ampion?
a)
b)
c)
d)

Sugar Ray Leonard
T homas H ear ns
Donald C u rry
M ilton McCror y

10. Who edged G r eg Norman with a t reme ndo us c hip shot to win last
year 's I'GA?
a) BobTway
b) Seve Ballesteros
c) J ack Nicklaus
d) Larry Mize

(r.J·or '(>)'6 '(pJ·s ' (>J· L '<•>·9 '(qJ·s '<•>·t '<
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Celebrate Spring in the Bookstore
Clean up on our bargains!!!

20o/o off on all clothing,

Come by and enter in our
giant raffle

Sale ends May 29, 1987

Columbia College glassware
and greeting cards!!!!

Special sale items at
greatly reduced prices

Bookstore Hours
Monday- Thursday: 8:30 - 6:45
Friday - 8:30 - 4:00
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Sad Sox aim at Cubs
for consolation prize
By Greg Canfield
Civic pride is supposed to be at stake
when the Cubs battle the White Sox in
their annual exhibition at Comiskey
Park tonight, but at this stage of the season it is safe to assume the North Siders
will gladly exchange city bragging
rights for good health .
This is not just a contest between the
North Side and the South Side, it is a
match between the haves and the have
nots.
At press time the Cubs and Cardinals
were tied for first place in the National

League East and the White Sox were
bringing up the rear in the American
U!agueWest.
Under normal circumstances Cub
manager Gene Michael would only play
his regulars part of the game and with
the Cubs in the thick of the pennant race
expect him to be extra cautious. Don't
be surprised if even Gary Matthews
makes his first appearance in left field.
White Sox manager Jim Fregosi is
also cenain to give his reserves extended playing time. but injuries would
cost the Cubs much more than the Sox.
Fregosi, therefore. will likely keep his

Locker Room Lines

By
Jim McArdle

Summertime sports lead
to libations &cheers
Ahhhhhhhh! Alas, summer.
Time to shed those jackets and time for the world of sports to peel itself
inside out and emerge from gymnasiums, ice rinks and eye-teasing white
raquetball courts.
Time to put away those skis and ice skates and dust off those golf clubs.
Time to put away that peppermint schnapps as your outdoor drink and fill
up a cooler with beer, soda pop or whatever your hody-coolant may be.
Funny how a simple thing as a red line on a thermometer can bring people
out of seclusion and put them into shabby clothes.
Some people go out of their way to make up new games, which are sometimes mixtures oftwo or more games. One example is frisbee golf which is for
people who like the idea of golf but hate chasing a little white ball around acres
of greenery. A frisbee is much easier to find anyway and it doesn't sink if it
lands in water. (And we all know what part water plays in golf don't we.)
And then there's softball with mitts. They compromise the size of the ball
between a 16-inch softball and a baseball and come up with a 12-inch ball
that's easy to hit and fits nic;c;ly into a min. ·
This is a game that emerged out of frustration. A group of guys discovered
that a baseball was pitched to fast to hit and a 16-inch softball had a tendancy to
break and sprain fingers.
But the point of all this is that summer and sports are synonomous with each
other, even if people have to make up their own games, rules and spiked
punch.
Summer might be the best time of the year if you're a tavern owner who
would like to see the name of your bar on the backs of 15 guys wearing the
same shirt.
Softball leagues are a bar owner's best friend , you see. A team of guys. gi rls
ora mixture of the two play the sport with the intensity of the World Series not that there isn't an equal reward.
If you play hard enough you sweat and that makes that first beer all the more
worth it. And it also puts a smile on the bar owner's face and few bucks in his
pocketbook.
Another seasonal sport that is a shot in the ann for our gross national income is golf. On the average you pay $20 to cuss at a little white ball , develop
hand callouses, and last but not least, work up a sweat and thirst for some
libations.
And what really gets me about the game is that the object is to take as few
shots for your money as possible. Golfers take pride in bragging that each shot
was worth a high monetary value.
What about one of the nation's growing sports, raquetball? Well , in the
summertime we knock out all the walls, put up a net, tell a friend to stand on
the other side to hit the ball back to us and call it tennis.
And what happens at the end of that game? We need coolant.
Basketball can still be played outside. The only difference is instead of a
"swish" sound that is made by a basket, we hear an abnoxious mule of chains.
It takes the grace out of the game.
And how do we substitute for hockey and football? Well , we mix them
together, throw away the sticks and shoulder pads and call it soccer - although
the rest of the world still calls it football.
\blleyball isoneofthe few sports we haven't made professional ora league
out of. So everyone who plays it thinks they're a professional at it. Personally
I'd take any high >ehool girls team against any group of over-sized muscleheads.
The end reMJlt of all these sports is a beer in hand and the ringing of a cash
register drawer.
Maybe I'm on the wrong sidcofthis sports business. Maybe I should buy a
bar... Naawwww, it's too much fun on this side.

regulars on the field longer than Michael.
The White Sox are the reigning city
champs having won the previous two
encounters. Should they make it three
straight tonight, it might be ihe last time
Sox fans will have something to cheer
about.
A victory will put them in the spotlight only briefly. however. Harry Carny's return to the Cub broadcast booth
tomorrow will dominate the headlines
and the outcome of the exhibition will
quickly be forgotten.
The demise of the White Sox can easily be explained by just glancing at two
statistics. Their team ERA is 4. 14 and
their tc:am batting average is a leaguelow .221 as of May 13.Comparing the
Sox to Cubs by position fu rther reveals
their problems.
First base: Greg Walker is hitting
only . 147 and driven in just 13 runs.
Leon Durham is off to his best start ever
batting .316 and hitting 10 home runs.
Defensively, he has also developed into
one of the best glove men in the league.
Big edge to the Cubs.
Second base: The Sox traded for
Donnie Hill to add some punch to their
offense and he is hitting only .169.
Ryne Sandberg is off to another solid
start with a .280 average, five home
runs and eight stolen bases. His gold
gloves speak for themselves. Overwhelming edge to the Cubs.
S.;,rtstop: Finally a pl us for the
Sox. Ozzie Guillen is one of the league's
best defensively and is hitting a robust
.290. Shawon Dunston is becoming
more consistent at making the routine

play, but is struggling at the plate with a
.178 average. Edge to the Sox.
Third base: Tim Hulett has shown
flashes of power, hitting five home runs

Continued on page 11
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Andre "Hawk" Dawson, who Is among N.uon.J Lellpe leaders In'-runs and RBI, leads the Cubs into Comiskey part. tonlte.

Lin·eman guards visi.on of
action in ·NFL trenches
any garbage him and I was taking him
out (of plays). So he would get frustrated. He thought I was supposed to
bow down to him. He and I had some
rough times because of the fact that we

still believes, perhaps more than ever,
that he can play pro football.
At last year's Chicago Bear training
Schulte is a 1985 graduate of the Unicamp, defensive tackle William Perry
versity of Illinois and a 1981 graduate of
stood on opposite sides of the trenches
Maine West High School in Des
from a no-name rookie. Perry didn't ex- were dueling it out when we were going Plaines. He tried out for the Bears last
actly show the rookie any hospitality one-on-one in pass situations. He's a year and was signed as a free agent, but
when the rookie helped himself to the great pass rusher and real quick."
before the season began he was placed
Refrigerator.
on injured reserve with a tom hamThis fall Schulte expects to be invited string. After his rehabilitation he was
"We got in fights every day." sid 25.Y"'.'r-old Rick Schulte. " I did~!_'t ta':_e to his third NFL training camp and he cut in the sixth week ofthe season when
no roster openings developed.
Even though he has played in very
few football games since graduating
from college, he still feels he is physically ready to step i~to a role as an offensive guard.
" I've been training very hard,"
Schulte said from his home in Arizona.
" I've been going every day and working with some guys from the NFL, defensive linemen and some coacbes. We
· work on technique and pass protection.
Actually, I think it is good that I haven't
played."
Schulte's first NFL training camp
was with the Tampa Bay Buccaneers in
1985 as a free agent. He had been ex·
pected to be drafted anywhere from the
fourth round on up, but it never happened. He said he was knocked for his
size (6-foot-2-inches, 275 pounds),
which is short for an offensive lineman
in the NFL. But Schulte won't listen to
any llllk that he is too shol1 to play this
Rick Schulte (58) takes time out for a photo with friend and teammate, hrry
game.
Carlini at the 1984 Rose Bowl.
Continued on page 11

By Jim McArdle

